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Dan Lynn Craig Danieli NeckSpllin - vacuum pump Vacuum pump should be worn to paramedics belt, release their hands to position the collar once the nozzle is connected. The vacuum hose is stored internally by a mechanism for retracting the cable, so that once the air is removed from the collar, the hose can return and both hands of the Paramedics are free to deal with the
patient. NecSplint - tools for mold To present the vacuum collar, mold tools were required to obtain the two halves, which will later be connected together. They are made of polyurethane toolboard, milled on a multi-basic router. Toolpath programs were generated by taking advantage of 3D milling operations to ensure high quality coverage requiring minimal after-treatment.
NecSplint - casting for injection After the tools are sealed and a chemical releasing agent is applied, polyurethane resin is mixed with the desired pigment before being degassed using a home vacuum chamber. It is then injected into sealed mold tools to ensure the complete filling of the cavity. This process took a large amount of experience and error, as the casting of flexible
resins was completely unknown to me before the start of this project and without the use of appropriate facilities and assistance from the staff, the difficulty was intensified in order to achieve successful parts. NecSplint - vacuum pump exploded Due to covid-19 Pandemic and the associated regulation of the project time schedules, I could no longer produce a physical visual
prototype of the vacuum pump. I was produces a functional electric prototype, and I further developed 3D CAD to show how all components will fit in the outer armor. NecSplint - prototype evaluation A comprehensive testing of each of my prototype elements was conducted, which helps to identify the areas that worked and those that would require further development if the
project continued. The video document documenting the development and testing of the various prototype elements can be found in the external links section. Luke Taylor patients who suffer from a traumatic injury often have a cervical vertebrae collar that allows them to immobilize them and prevent further spinal cord injury until they are properly assessed in hospital. Modern
collars have been criticized by both patients and healthcare professionals for their harmful effects on health and well-being. It is precisely because of these conditions that they are currently discontinued in the UK. In my career, I want to design products that have a significant impact on people's lives. Products that either help them achieve a goal or have a lasting impact on their
day to day. The inspiration behind the NecSplint vacuum collar came from a conversation with a paramedical science student who stressed to me that existing cervical collars are the most heavily criticised equipment by patients. Further research only consolidated this and highlighted to me problems that are not comforted by the patient, including the health harms and their poor
sustainability factor. I saw this as a perfect opportunity to introduce something that will improve the experience for both the patient and the paramedic. With an interest in understanding the problem and with my improved communication skills developed during the internship, I was able to do an in-depth study long before any project work began. Speaking directly to the targeted
users - qualified NHS medical professionals - I was able to identify their requirements, as opposed to following a path of development fuelled only by my personal analysis. To evaluate the design, the interest in the production of prototypes prompted me to produce a version of the collar at home, despite the difficulties suffered by COVID-19 Pandemic. And with my knowledge of
production design, I was able to get closer to the design with a real understanding of mass production and what can be achieved through each of them, adding a great sense of realism to the project. Thesis Improving the efficacy of the immobilization of the cervical part of the spine during extraction and transit to the hospital Final Project NecSplint Vacuum Collar Awards '20
Diploma of Professional Research '17 UXathon - Best Prototype This is a one-day ux design event held in between Loughborough Design School, Deloitte Digital and Hong Kong University. As a team of we received 6 hours to develop and design an app for dog owners in Hong Kong to monitor your dog's activity and basic health. The interactive prototype was one of the key
results required at the end of the competition, in which we were awarded in the first place. Experience at Idea Reality, I worked with the designer and the rest of the team to help create new product concepts, prototypes and ready-to-manufacture startup projects and crowdfunding platforms. This work has led me to work at every stage of the design process, be it as a first point of
contact with customers who call the company to present their ideas, to discuss the design of the tweaks to enable manufacturers in China - and every stage of design and development between them. This role allowed me to build on almost all the skills acquired in the first two years of university, and allowed me to rise to a really well-surrounded professional - someone who
communicates and works well as part of a team, while possessing the skills needed to carry out a project on his own. While not full-time, working with Clean Blue has enabled me to work on a new and upcoming medical device that is still under development. I was able to produce conceptual projects, visualizations and engineering tips for the production of prototypes and mass
production units. I had the opportunity to attend meetings with a large consultancy on the project to discuss the project and further develop it. Product Design Design In August 2018 – August 2019, Idea Reality September 2019 - March 2020 March 2020. It also makes you better at managing anxiety and helps to boost your self-esteem. With mental health finally paying attention it
deserves, there has never been a better time to add music to your life. � Back to Search Results Solicitor SRA ID: 195624 Roles in this organization approved by SRA Manager - Partner Employee Private Client - Probate Private Client - Private Client Guarantor - Wills Where does this information come from? Most of the information on this page is from the Solicitors Regulation
Authority. However, some data may have been directly edited by the specialist, company or their representative. Find out more. Is that your data? If you need to change your information in Find a Solicitor or would like to give other feedback on the website, please call 020 7320 5757 (Monday to Friday from 09:00 to 17:00 charged local call rates) or email us. ⚠ Report misuse of
information about any inappropriate or offensive content shown on the lawyer, please email us. Email. 9 December 2019 Everything started with grandma. Bath Bath alum Luke Taylor realised he wanted to be a director in his final year studying BA Creative Media when he made a short film about the relationship between his grandmother and grandson called Nan. After winning an
award from the Royal Television Society, he knew he was out.  Sharing the film online and seeing it reach such a diverse audience made me realize that I wanted to create films that could influence and inspire change, Luke says. I'll never forget a comment I saw from someone in America who saw the movie and said he made them pick up the phone and call their grandmother for
the first time in six months.  After graduating in 2014 with a first-degree bachelor's degree, Luke quickly moved to London and quickly offered him his dream job in television production, but soon realized it wasn't for him. I remember thinking, why do I work behind the scenes when I could be there making movies myself? Luke said. So he went back to Bath and started his own
production company, Lt. Film.  He then began working alongside his girlfriend and colleague of nine years, Joanna Crosse, who he met while conducting an internship at Bath Spa. Together they form meaningful films, a platform for producing and sharing challenging and compassionate work. Their latest film, commissioned by the St John's Foundation, is called Roof Over My
Head and tackles the problem of homelessness in Bath and North East Somerset, as well as highlighting the various local services that offer help to those who are homeless or face the threat of becoming homeless. It premieres on Comedy Central in Bath on November 13. Luke said putting the spotlight on homelessness is really important as it is a growing problem in the UK, and
while many people might see Bath as a wealthy city, there are many more things the public may not realise. The film includes beautiful, sunny photographs of Bath and the surrounding area, combined with the bright reality of the rough sleepers that are connected by the doors. It is not always easy to watch, but each person is depicted with kindness and humanity, and the film
eventually ends on an exaltation note.  We wanted to change perceptions (around homelessness) but also bring a sense of hope to the topic, Luke explains. I'm inspired by real stories. It's the way it is right now, I believe people like to watch movies that they can really relate to, and I like to be able to tell people's stories and challenge positive actions through my work. This work is
also informed by the skills and knowledge that Luke received while studying at Banya Spa and has directly influenced his success. The best thing about the course was that it was practical. This allowed me to develop and develop my creative He prepared me for the real world and definitely inspired me to start my own business.  Life as a director who runs two production
companies means every day is different. One week he can see Luke organising a screening, holding seminars with colleagues and filming all over the country. During the quieter weeks, he was catching up via email and social media, and also worked as a volunteer for a local nonprofit, BA1 Radio. Then on the horizon is a new series of short pieces about people's experiences of
homelessness called No Place Like Home, which will begin in the new year. Luke's advice for other aspiring directors is as real as his films: Work hard, take every opportunity that presents yourself, and if you believe in something, do it — you never know where it can take you.  And don't forget to thank Nan. Are you interested in learning creative media?  Develop your content
creation skills and prepare for success in the fast-growing content industry. You will gain experience in project management, directing, cinematography, sound design, editing, user experience, application development, web design, animation, graphic design, marketing and photography. Visit the course page to learn more. 3, 2, 1, go! Exams? Money's worried? Accommodation?
Don't let these stand between you and your ambitions. We've fired three, two, one, go! – three ways to help you take this important first step towards what you want to be. Find your place at Bath Spa University. University.
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